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ABSTRACT

This report describes investiagations of the mechanisms by which high power

laser radiation interacts with absorbing surfaces. Construction of a carbon

dioxide laser used in this work is described, along with preliminary spectro-

scopic observations of the emission produced when this laser radiation inter-

acts with a glass target. Measurements of ion emission produced by a ruby

laser beam with flux densities of the order of 1000 megawatts per square

f centimeter incident on a tungsten target have been analyzed. From the results

it is estimated that particle densities of the order of 1020 per cubic centi-

F meter are produced near the target surface. A computer program using

these particle densities has been employed to calculate the expected amount

of heating produced by absorption of the incident laser radiation in a sodium

plasma of this density. The results indicate that rapid heating to tempera-

tures of the order of tens of eV is possible within the time of the laser pulse

duration.
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II. INTRODUCTION

JThis report describes investigations of particle emission produced in laser-

surface interactions and discusses work which continues along lines described
(1-7)in previous reports. In order to understand the present report, we pre-

sent here a brief summary of previous results. The methods and aims of the

investigations described in the present report depend on the earlier results

and some knowledge of this background is necessary.

FA time-of-flight spectrometer has been used to measure ion emission produced

by interaction of ruby laser radiation with flux densities of the order of 50

megawatts/cm 2 with metallic targets. The ions were found to be mainly

alkali metals with energies of the order of several hundred electron volts.

I Total ion production of the order of 10 ions per laser pulse was indicated.

Neutral molecule emission was studied using a quadrupole mass spectrometer

under similar conditions of laser bombardment and was found to consist of

thermally desorbed gases such as hydrogen, carbon monoxide, and carbon

dioxide. Pulses of high energy neutral molecules with energies of the order

of 100 eV were produced along with the thermally desorbed gases.

Additional studies were performed in a hemispherical interaction chamber

with shielded disc collectors around the periphery of the hemisphere and the

laser-illuminated target at the center. This geometry was used to perform

measurements of the angular distribution of the particle emission. In addi-

tion to the disc collectors, we employed a biopolar collector which we feel to

be a better method of indicating the total ion production. This collector in-
13dicated a total ion production of the order of 10 ions per laser pulse, much

higher than was found in the time-of-flight spectrometer. These results

indicate that the bulk of the material travels as a neutral plasma. In addition

to direct collection of positive ions, secondary electron emission produced
at the collector surfaces is important.

'TI,



[The measurements in this present report depend on these earlier results and

extend them in some cases. The ruby laser meaurements in the hemispheri-

cal interaction chamber have been extended to laser flux densities of the order
of 1000 megawatts/cm . The currents observed both from the bipolar collector

and from the ordinary collectors increase about one order of magnitude, but

qualitatively have the same general features as were observed at lower flux

densities. We shall discuss the question of why the qualitative effects are

similar in Section IV. The results are also analyzed to indicate -hat
ion densities of the order of 10 per cubic centimeter near the target sur-[ [face may occur during the time of the laser pulse.

fUsing this value for particle density, we have extended calculations on a

computer program used previously (6) to investigate the heating of a plasma
exposed to a laser beam. When lower ion densities, as indicated by the time-
of-flight spectrometer results, were used as input for this program, the

rresults indicated that little heating would be produced. At the higher densities,

we find that heating can occur very rapidly. Heating to temperatures of tens
of electron volts in a time comparable to the duration of the laser pulse may

be expected under our experimental conditions. In a previous report (5) we
had already discussed the pulse shapes expected when a gas heated to a temp-

erature of the order of 10 or 20 electron volts is allowed to expand in an
adibatic free expansion. We had concluded that the pulse shapes observed
in the time-of-flight spectrometer and in the hemispherical interaction cham-

ber could be explained on this basis.

LIn addition we describe a search for the presence of picosecond duration sub-

structure in the laser pulse. If such substructure is present, it would influence

L our experimental results because the instantaneous power would be much

higher. Early preliminary measurements using a two-photon fluorescence
technique in a dye solution indicated an essentially negative result. While

picosecond pulses may have been occasionally present, they were usually

Labsent. However, since the time of this experiment, operating conditions in
the laser changed and a considerable amount of nanosecond duration structure

L on the laser pulse has developed which indicates an enhanced degree of mode-

L-2-



locking. Therfore, the search for picosecond duration substructure should

be renewed under the present operating conditions.

We have also continued our efforts to employ CO 2 lasers for investigation of

the laser-surface interaction. During this report period a CO 2 laser with a

continuous output of the order of 55 watts has been constructed. Spectro-

scopic observations of the plasmas produced when this radiation is incident

on a glass target have been initiated. Lines of the alkali metals have been

observed and identified. In the next period we intend to begin Q-switching this

laser.

The details of the work on the CO 2 laser and its use form Section II. Section

III describes the work performed using the ruby laser and the hemispherical

interaction chamber. In Section IV the analysis and computer results are

presented.

-3
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II. CARBON DIOXIDE LASER WORK

A. LASER CONSTRUCTION

A carbon dioxide laser with a 1. 25 meter discharge length was constructed.

It is shown in Figure 1I-1. It consists of a water-cooled pyrex tube with one

electrode on each end and rotatable joints at the ends of the tube. The use of

rotatable joints allows one to use either Brewster angle windows or mirrors

that are internal to the cavity. We have used Brewster windows made of

Irtran 2 as well as sodium choloride. In the early tests of the laser the

F Irtra. windows were ivsed because of the undesirable hygroscopic and other

thermal properties of sodium chloride. However, we have now eliminated

Fthose windows in favor of rock salt because the scattering loss is extremely

large over the optical path required for Brewster windows. In fact, with all

other parameters held constant, the output of the laser dropped from 55 watts

at a discharge voltage of 16 kilovolts and a current of 35 milliamperes using

sodium choloride Brewster windows to 15 watts using Irtran windows,[
The cavity for the laser consists of a totally reflecting gold-coated mirror

with a three meter radius of curvature and a flat Irtran 2 output mirror with

an 85% reflecting coating on one side and an antireflecting coating on the

other side. The lowest order mode in this configuration fills the 20 milli-

meter aperture of the laser tube quite adequately and the output is almost

always in the TEM mode. We have not investigated the wavelength charac-

teristics of the output since these have not been of interest so far.

In our use of the 125 centimeter CO 2 laser the power output has been limited

by the 35 milliampere limitation of our power supply. It appears that in the

future we will wish to increase the output of the laser by extending the capa-

bility of the power supply. Judging from the published literature, (8) it should

be possible to obtain 80 to 100 watts of output from a tube with this di .eh rge

length. The attainment of such an output will be dependent also on further

[optimization of the output mirrors.

L -4-
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B. Q-SWITCHING OF CO 2 LASER

Early in this reporting period we performed some experiments in Q-switching

of the 50 cm discharge length CO 2 laser. The Q-switching was done by re-

placing the total reflecting mirror with a rotating prism mirror assembly.

The prism was rotated using a dc motor with a maximum speed of 24, 000

rpm. With the motor rotating at 20, 000 rpm (330 Hz) the average power

output dropped from 20 watts cw to . 08 watt. The pulses were monitored

with a mercury-cadmium-telluride detector cooled to 77 0K and fed directly

into a IAl Tektronix preamplifier. The apparent width of the pulses at the[' base was 1. 8 tsec. If this were the true width, the peak power in each pulse

would only be 125 watts; however, we feel that it is possible that the widthI. lis due to the detector response in this case. Some more checking of the

detector response will be done. However, we felt that even if there was some

pulse broadening due to the detector response, that the enhancement of the
output in the Q-switched mode was not sufficient to warrant futher Q-switching

of the small laser. We are now in the process of constructing a Q-switch con-

sisting of a spinning double-concave gold-coated mirror which we will use to

Q-switch our 125 cm CO 2 laser. We hope that by using the concave mirrors

Fin the Q-switch (three meter radius of curvature) we will eliminate some of
the jitter in the pulse size that was observed upon Q-switching the smaller

" laser with a rotating flat mirror. We feel that some of the instability in the

pulse amplitudes was probably due to the vibration of the rotating mirror in
the vertical plane which led to cavity misalignment.

C. SPECTROSCOPY OF LASER-PRODUCED PLASMA

The optical emission from a laser-produced plasma is being investigated in

Sorder to try to determine the characteristics of the plasma near the surface

of the target being irradiated. The plasmas are produced by the irradiation

of different solid targets with the focused beam from a carbon dioxide laser.

It is hoped that the information obtained from spectroscopic data will compli-

ment that obtained from mass spectroscopic studies on the laser-produced

L
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plasmas from metals. In the mass r 3 ctrometric studies, one of the ciffi-

culties encountered with interpretation was due to the fact that the properties

of the particles emitted from the target surface were measured a long dis-

tance away from the region of interaction with the laser beam and it was

difficult to deconvolute the information obtained. Thus, the spectroscopic

information taken at the site of the optical interaction should eliminate the

difficulty and answer some of the questions that are not yet clear.

The carbon dioxide laser cannot produce the high flux densities that can be

obtained from Q-switched ruby lasers, and one might suspect that the inter-

actions observed would differ considerably from those produced by Q-switched

ruby lasers. However, if the mechanism of interaction of the laser beam

with the expanding plasma in front of the target is inverse Brerrsstrahlung,

then the cross section for absorption at 10. 6 microns (which is the wave-

length output of the carbon dioxide laser) is over 3000 times larger than that

at 7000 R (corresponding to the output of the ruby laser). Therefore, the

reduced flux density obtainable from a cw carbon dioxide laser is compensated

for by the larger absorption cross section.

D. SPECTROSCOPIC MEASUREMENTS

We have previously reported (7) the photoelectric observation of the sodium

D lines in the emission from the plasma produced in front of a glass target

by radiation from a carbon dioxide laser. These lines were difficult to observe

because of their low intensity as wvell as the presence of a very large amount

of noise in the detector output. The low intensity could be attributed to the

very slow evaporation rates produced by our carbon dioxide laser. We also

experienced difficulty in obtaining the line spectrum because of the apparent

diffusion of sodium out of the glass and the subsequent quenching of the D lines.

The very large amount of noise observed on the photoelectric traces was

probably due to strong turbulence in the plasma in front of the target.

-7-



Because of these difficulties we have changed out method of measurement

Sfrom a photoelectric to a photographic spectrograph. The experimental setup

being used is shown in Figure 11-2. The change from a photoelectric to photo-

Fgraphic spectrometer was made simultaneously with the start of operation of
the larger carbon dioxide laser that produced a much more i.,tense plasma in

front of the glass target. The radiation from the carbon dioxide laser is

focused onto the target with a five centimeter focal length Irtran 2 lens which

is protected from the evaporant by a sodium chloride plate. With a laser

output of 35 watts focused onto a spot approximately . 01 centL.,eter in dia-

meter, a bright plume of material about. 5 centimeter long is observed being

F emitted from the target; the plasma is shown in Figure 11-3. The light from

the plume is collimated using a 9. 5 cm focal length spherical lens made of

borosilicate glass. The collimated light is then focused on the slit of a 1. 5

meter grating Bausch and Lomb spectrograph using a 15 cm focal length

cylindrical lens, also made of borosilicate glass. The fact that the lenses

are made of glass means that any ultraviolet emission lines will be strongly

sttenuated.

The spectra are recorded on ten inch long strips of 35 millimeter film. We

have been using Tri-X panchromatic film because of its high speed and fairly

flat response over the spectral region of interest. This film, however, may

F- not have the best characteristics for spectroscopic work and we may change

to a different film in the future. Multiple spectra can be recorded on the

same strip of film, using different exposure times, by the use of a sliding

mask on the slit. A typical spectrum from a soda-lime glass is shown in

Figure 11-4. Some masking of the negative was done during printing to get

the proper contrast; thus, relative intensities on the figure are not meaning-

ful. The bottom trace shows the spectrum of a sodium spectral lamp used

L. for calibration. All the other traces consist of the emission of the plasma

taken with different exp,,sure times. Most of the discrete lines have been

j identified and their origin and wavelength are shown in Table II-1. The assign-

ment of atomic species was made using the known composition of the glass tar-

get given below:

F -8-
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Figure 11-3. Photograph of Plasma in Front of Glass Surface. Horizontal lines

are the edges of the glass target. The length of the glowing[plasma is 0. 5 cm.
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TiO2  0.03%

SiO2  72. 5%

Fe 2O 3  0.15%

A1 2 0 3  1. 1%

CaO 8.7%

MgO 3.7%

Na 2 0 13.3%

K 20 0.1%

B203 0%

SO 3  0.3%

As 2 0 3  0. 1%

There may be short wavelength emission lines in the spectrum of the plasma

that are not recorded in our experiment because of attenuation in the glass
0

collimating optics. The glass has a cutoff at about 3300 A and therefore the

wavelengths shorter than that will be very strongly attenuated. It can be

seen that most of the lines have been identified and the majority of them are

due to emission from sodium. The emission from the alkali metals, sodium

and potassium, can be easily recognized by the doublet structure that

characterizes single electron spectra. One of the most striking features of

the spectrum is the reversal of the sodium D lines. These are by far the

strongest lines in the spectrum and we felt at first that the reversal might

be due to saturation of the film since the intensity of these lines was much

greater than all the other ones. However, as shown in Figure 11-4, we have

F_ reduced the exposure time of the film to the point where the region in the

neighborhood of the D lines is far from film saturation and we still see this

reversal.

LThe actual reverals of the D lines is not surprising since we have a plasma

that is expanding in air and is cooling very rapidly. Therefore the outer

layers of sodium atoms are much cooler than the hot interior and the reso-

nance radiation will be strongly absorbed as it is emitted from the core and

moves toward the spectrograph. That there is a very strong temperature

difference between the emitting region and the absorbing region is evidenced

by the fact that the emission line is mu-,h broader than the absorption line.
.L2
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In fact, we hope to be able to use the difference in width between the emitted

line and the absorption line as one method of inferring the temperature of the

central region of the plasma.

One of the surprising features of the spectrum is that while there is a strong

reversal of the D lines, the 3300 X line, which we have tentatively asssigned

to be the unresolved resonance doublet of the sodium transition 42P -3 S1/21

does not show any signs of reversal. This is a point that will be investigated

further in the furture using a quartz lens to reduce some of the attenuation

produced by the glass lenses being used to focus the radiation on the spectro-

graph. This lack of reversal is also apparent in the emission from the

4044 R doublet corresponding to the resonance transition of potassium

52 P - 42 S1 / 2.

The spectrum obtained from glass serves as an example to illustrate the fact

that we can use the cw carbon dioxide laser to produce plasmas that emit line

radiation of at least the neutral species. We plan to use the relative intensities

of these lines together with the known oscillator strengths for the tran~sitions

involved (9) to determine the temperature of the plasma in the region of inter-

action with the laser. We may also be able to use the reversal of some of

the resonance lines to have another check on the temperature of the plasma.

In the experiments described in this section, we have used only glass as a

target material because it is a convenient source of sodium ions which have

strong spectral lines and it can be readily obtained. This does not mean that

glass is the target material that we will use in the experiments on heating of

1the plasma, but simply that we will use it for initial practice. Our subsequent

effort will concentrate on refining the method of production of the plasma and

the detection method using the spectrograph and concentrating on a line

emission from one atomic species as we vary the laser flux density and the

pressure into which the plasma expands upon evaporation from the target.

-13-
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We have investigated the emission from other target materials early in this

reporting period when we had only a 20 watt CO 2 laser available. With the

flux density available upon focusing that laser with a five centimeter focal

length lens, we were not able to cause any considerable amount of evaporation

from targets such as lithium niobate, sodium lithium niobate, calcium

Ir titanate, or barium titanate. More recently we have been able to evaporate

samples of calcium titanate but the evaporation rate is much slower than that

induced in glass due to the very high vaporization temperature of this

r ~ material. We eventually plan to use targets with large amounts of alkaline-

earth metals, for those have configurations suitable for our measurements in

Ftheir neutral and singly ionized states.

F
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B TABLE 11- 1

8Line Spectrum of Plasma Produced by Laser-Irradiation of Glass

Wavelength Atomic Origin Transition Reference
(nm) of Line

3305.2 Na 4 P-.3 S1 / 2  a

3356. 7(?)

3719.8 Fe c

3736.9 Fe c

3745.8

3859. 9

4044.4 K 52P3/2- S1/2 b

4047.4 K 52P1/2-- 42S1/2 b

4227.5 Ca c

4498.8 Na c

4666.3 Na c

4670.0 Na c

4750.0

4753.0

4980.6 Na 52 D- 32 P1/2 a

4984.3 Na 52 D-. 32 P3 / 2  a

5151.0 Na c

5155.5 Na c3 5685.4 Na 4 2 D- 3 2 P 1 / 2  a

5690. 6 Na 42 D- 32P3/2 a

5890.0 Na 3 2 P 3 /-3 2 S 1 /2  a

5895.9 Na 32 P 1-3 2 S a
1/2 1/2a

6156.8 Na 52S1/2-32P1/2 a

1 6163.5 Na 5 2S 1 1 2 - 32P 3 / 2  a

6713. 4(?)

a) A.C.G. Mitchell and M.W. Zemansky, "Resonance Radiation and
Excited Atoms, " Cambridge University Press, New York, N.Y. (1961).

b) C. E. Moore, "Atomic Energy Levels, "NBS Circular 467, U. S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. (1949).

c) Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 37th ed., Chemical Rubber
Publishing Co., Cleveland, Ohio (1955).
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III. WORK ON THE RUBY LASER AND HEMISPHERICAL
INTERACTION CHAMBWR

A. PICOSECOND PULSES

We have investigated the possibility of a picosecond duration substructure

Fcontained within the envelope of our Q-switched laser pulse. If such sub-

structure exists, instantaneous power, much higher than the average value

[would be produced. Since this could affect the experimcntal results, it

should be investigated and included in our analysis if necessary.

FWe used a technique similar to the two-photon fluorescence experiment

described in the literature. (10) The laser beam traverses a cell containing a

Fbenzene solution of the dye 9, 10-diphenylathracene and is reflected back

on itself by a dielectric mirror at the end of the cell. The experimental

[arrangement is shown in Figure I1-1. The pictures were taken in a dark

room with the camera at f/4. 7 using Polaroid type 47 packet film. The

camera shutter was held open while the laser was triggered. The system

allowed monitoring of the laser output on an oscilloscope. The dieelectr.c

mirror was aligned with an autocollimator. The blue fluorescence excited

by two-photon absorption in the dye was photographed through a red rejecting

filter and appears usually as a uniform streak along the path of the laser beam.

Occasionally the bright spots which have been interpreted as showing pico-

second pulsing were observed along the track. The conditions of laser flux,

film exposure, camera focusing, and so on, have varied widely. We feel

that the appearance of the uniformly illuminated tracks is truly indicative of

the fluorescence on most of the pulses for which this experiment was carried

out, i. e., the bright spots indicative of enhanced two-photon fluorescence

were not present. At the time the two-photon fluorescence experiment was

carried out, the output of the phototube viewing the laser emission showed

no ripple indicative of substructure in the 50 nanosecond duration laser pulse.

L-16-
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On the few occasions on which bright spots were present, their dimensions

rand spacings were such as to indicate pulse durations of the order of 10 pico-

seconds and separations of the order of 200 picoseconds. With this setup

we concluded that the operating conditions, as they existed at the time of this

Fexperiment, were such that picosecond duration pulses were occasionally

present, but for the most part were absent. Conditions under which the

picosecond pulses would be present were not well defined. Photographs

showing the bright spots are not printed here because it is felt that they

would not reproduce satisfactorily.

After the end of the two-photon fluorescence experiment, operating conditions

": apparently changed so that the oscilloscope presentation showed that nano-

second duration pulsations were present most of the time. The reasons for

this change in the operation are not clear. Typical trains of pulses are

shown in Figure 111-2, which shows the output of a biplanar diode viewing

the emission displayed on a 519 osciiloscope. The time scale is 20 nano-

seconds per division. Pulses in this train can be quite regular. (See Figure

pIII-2a. ) We feel that the time constant of the detector system is fast enough

that this represents the true behavior and that there is a background level

with the time duration of 50 nanoseconds with the pulsations superimposed

on top of it. It is possible that the peak amplitudes of the spikes in this train

are so short that the detector cannot resolve them.

This pulse behavior is not reproducible. In some pulses the spiking is

[virtually absent, in othrs it may be present and damp out during the middle

of the pulse (Figure III-2b), and at other times there is a clear double pulse

structure, such as is shown in Figure Ilf-2c. The period of these oscilla-

tions is about 4. 5 nanoseconds, corresponding well to the round time for the

167 cm optical length cavity. This is strong evidence for a mode-locked nature

for these oscillations.

[A double pulse structure with a spacing between the double pulses of 2d/c

(where d is the distance from the saturable absorber to the nearer mirror)

may originate because pulses arrive simultaneously at the absorber and have

less absorption than pulses which arrive singly. The separation between
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(b)

(c)
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]

I Figure 111-2. Mode-locked Pulse Trains from Ruby Laser. Time increases
from left to riL, I at 20 ns/div.
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pulses in the observes double pulse structure (see Figure III-2c) does not

[correspond obviously to the geometrical structure of our laser. The double

pulse structure which is sometimes present is quite erratic and we do not

Fhave a firm explanation for it.

FPicosecond substructure may well be present within the mode-locked nano-

second structure shown in Figure 111-2. Such structure can arise from the

presence of various parallel surfaces within the laser cavity. 12 ) Therefore,

since operating conditions have shifted since our earlier negative result on

detection of picosecond pulses, we plan to search for them again under the

[present operating regime.

UWe should note that in a careful analysis of the two-photon fluorescence

experiment, it is necessary to measure the contast in the photographs care-

fully. A number of free-running modes with random phases can interfere to

give enhanced fluorescence, but the contrast ratio will be less than for the

mode-locked case.

B. RUBY LASER MEASUREMENTS

Experimental work has included investigation of the emission from a tungsten

[ target at higher laser flux densities than had been employed previously in the

hemispherical interaction chamber. The laser flux density at the target sur-
2face was of the order of 1000 megawatts/cm , about one order of magnitude

higher than the flux density at which previous measurements had been carried

out. The characteristics of the emission from the detectors around the peri-

L. phery of the hemisphere were qualitatively similar to what was observed

previously.(6 7) The shapes of the pulses are approximately the same as

[before; however, the amplitudes a approximately one order of magnitude

greater than what was produced with the lower flux densities. Figure 111-3

shows typical examples of the pulses from collector No. 5 at an angle of 150

from the normal to the target surface. The time scale is five microseconds

per division and time increases from left to right. The vertical amplitude

is 0. 1 volts per division. Data taken under similar circumstances but with a

[-20-
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~Figure 111-3. Typical disc collector outputs for laser flux density-- 109 w/cm .

Time increases from left to right at 5 microseconds/ div.
Vertical amplitude is 0. 1 volts/div.
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laser flux density of the order of 108 watts/cm 2 incident on the target surface

F- gave an amplitude about one order of magnitude smaller.

When the target is removed from the hemisphere, is it apparent that some

vaporization of the base material has been produced. Therefore, the earlier

conclusion that the particle emission consists mainly of materials present on

the surface, such as CO, CO2 , and sodium and potassium ions, may not be
applicable to the bulk of the particles making up these signals. The fraction

Fof the signal in Figure 111-3 which is produced by tungsten atoms is not known.

In order to investigate this point, futher measurements should be made using

the time-of-flight spectrometer at higher laser flux densities and under

conditions where some of the base material is removed from the surface. In

these measurements on the hemisphere, there are no measurements that use

mass discrimination that would allow us tc, identify the material definitely.

Measurements have also been made using the bipolar collector. The total

ion collection from the bipolar collector is about one order of magnitude

higher than at the lower laser flux densities. The signal can reach a level

of 80 volts across a 500 picofarad capicitor, or a total charge collection of

the order of several times 1011 electron charges. A typical example is

shown in Figure 111-4. Multiplying by a factor of 103 for the solid angle

r_ (including the anisotropy factor) would imply a total ion production of the

order of several times !01 4 per laser pulse at the position of the target. This

result will be used later in an analysis of the possible heating of the blowoff

F material. The results indicate that the phenomena occurring at the higher

laser flux densities are qualitatively similar to what occurs at the lower flux

Fdensities, but that more material is removed and more ions are produced.

In an effort to investigate the role of the surface in affecting the observed

results and in influencing the directed epansion of the particles, (13) we

shall carry out an experiment in which the target is a very thin foil, which

will easily be punctured during the laser shot. Each laser shot will then, of

course, be incident on a different point of the target. If the conjectures on

Fthe role of reflection from the surface in producing the directed expansion are

F-22-
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Figure 111-4. Typical signal from bipolar collector for laser flux density
-109 w/cm 2 . Time increases from left to right at 5
microseconds/div. Upper trace shows electron collection
at 200 volts/div. Lower trace shows ion collection at 50El volts/div.
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correct, allowing the surface to be evaporated during each laser pulse should

make a difference in the angular distribution. This experiment will also allow

us to compare the total numbers of atoms removed from the foil to the num-

F bers registered at the collectors.
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IV. ANALYSISB
A. CALCULATED PLASMA HEATING

Previous measurements (2) on the time-of-flight spectrometer indicated
13 14

initial ion densities of the order of 10 to 10 per cubic centimeter near

L the surface of the target. This was derived from measurements in which

the number of ions per pulse was estimated to be of the order of 109 . These

fl measurements were carried out at laser flux densities of the order of 108

2watts/cm . Measurements on the bipolar collector, which we feel to be a

fl more reliable indication of total ion production, indicate particle densities
of perhaps 1019 cm - 3 (7) at the same laser flux density. Recent measure-

ments (Section III) have extended the measurements to approximately 109

watts/cm2 and the charge collection at the position of the bipolar collector

is correspondingly higher. These results have revived interest in calculating

heating of a plasma by inverse Bremsstrahlung.

Previous calculations had indicated that densities in excess of 1019 particles

per cubic centimeter would be required to produce the observed heating. (6)

Vi At that time we did not believe that such densities were actually produced.

HoN ever, with the measurements on the bipolar collector indicating much

higher total charge production, we infer that the plasma densities near the

target may be higher than we believed and that faster heating rates are

possible.

The ccmputer program to calculate the heating, which had been run earlier

Jj (6), was adapted to be suitable for larger ion densities. This required

modification of a number of equations in the program. At the higher densities

the equations would be carried outsidc the limit of their validity. In particular,

this is true for calculation of the factor log.. which represents the collective
(14)

effects in the plasma. The equation used previously was

o =1 k 3 T 3  1/2 2e 3

7r Ne
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F
where N e is the electron density, Z the charge of the ion species under con-

[ sideration, and T the temperature. This equation is no longer applicable for

very high density plasmas at relatively low temperatures. There is no good

information in the literature concerning an appropriate form for the collective

effects in this case. Therefore, this factor was arbitrarily set equal to unity

when the plasma density exceeded the range of validity of the equation above,

that is, collective effects were neglected. This procedure is conservative in

that, if anything, heating effects will be underestimated by this procedure.

The calculation of the shift in ionization potential AE also had to be modified.

For low electron densities iE is a small correction; however, for larger

densities where M, becomes greater than about 0. 2 times the ionization poten-

tial, the original form of the equation was not suitable. (15) It is suggested
(16) that above a certain critical electron density

N CR= I(kT)
c 2r 2

I the form for the ionization potential change be given by

~ .4 2  1/3 kT log e .5kT
AE= 6.45 e2Ne 2 l N CR

e

At the critical value of electron density, this formula gives only a slightly

different result from the old formula, but for N > N CR, the values aree e

different. The net effect of this change is that smaller shifts in the ioniza-

tion energy are calculated as the electron density becomes very high. This

means that in the Saha equations:
NZ 2 ZZ (T) mkT 3/2 r -1- 1(N exp E A

Z.-1 Z-1 2 I kT

where Nz, Zz, and Ez are respectively the ion density, partition function,1 and ionization energy for ionization stage z (15) which is the basic equation

Lused in the calculation, the argument of the exponential will be larger nega-

tively than would have been calculated by the old formula, and therefore the

ratiosN Z+/N z will be smaller than calculated under ,he old formula,

F -26-
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f11
The results of the program indicate very rapid heating for a laser flux density

of 10 8 wattsIcm 2 and initial particle densities in a sodium plasma of 1019

3 x i01 9 , and 1020 per cm 3 . See Figure IV-1. From the bipolar collector

presults, we believe these numbers to be a reasonable order of magnitude for

the original particle density. The assumption that all of the material is

sodium is rather arbitrary in this case, since it is possible that a large

amount of the vaporized material mayno longer be easily ionizable alkali ions.

Therefore, this calculation should be repeated with the appropriate para-

fmeters for a material such as tungsten or carbon.

The basic results indicate that the heating can be very rapid. Heating to

a temperature of the order of 10 eV occurs in a short time compared to the

laser pulse length. Ionization to highly ionized stages occurs in this process.

The routine is of limited validity after the temperature reaches approximately

20 eV because of the high values of the ionization calculated.

Another point is worth mentioning: For low particle densities and tempera-

tures of the order of 5000°K, sodium is almost entirely singly ionized. The

ratio N+IN 0 is large. This ratio is inversely proportional to the electron

density (from the Saha equation). At total particle densities below about

1018 cm 3 , N+/N 0 remains large enough that the material is essentially fully
19 + 0

ionized. However, as the total particle density reaches 1019, N IN becomes
of the order of magnitude of unity and the m aterial is not fully ionized. For

an initial particle density of 1020 per cubic centimeter at 70000 K, the material

is only 15% ionized. This has the effect that the heating rate (for the particle

densities used in Figure IV-l) in the first few nanoseconds is relatively in-

sensitive to the total particle density because an increase in total particle

density tends to lower N IN 0 . This effect is visible near the left edge of

Figure IV-l. For higher values of the initial particle density, the initial

heating causes a more rapid increase in electron density, because the ioniza-

tion is a very strong function of temperature. Therefore, after the first

few nanoseconds, the heating rate becomes approximately linearly dependent

on the initial particle density. At 12, 000"K, for example, sing ionized

material becomes dominant for an initial particle density of 10 cm and

I-27-
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the electron density will be an order of magnitude greater than for the case

E of an initial particle density of 1019 cm

Heating proceeds to approximately 40, 000°K with the singly ionized material

being dominant. At that point doubly ionized material becomes important

and the heating rate takes another upward increase. The routine is limited

by the fact that only nine ionization states of sodium are considered. 1 or

temperatures of the order of 20 eV, sodium would become more than eight

ftimes ionized so that this routine is not valid at very high temperatures.

EA summary of results of this computer calculation is that heating to tempera-

tures of the order of 10 eV in times comparable to the laser pulse length are

reasonable for flux densities of the order of 108 watts/cm2 (which is representa-

tive of our experimental conditions), and for initial particle densities of the

order of 10 cm or greater. Below particle densities of 10 9 cm 3 , little

heating is expected. For particle densities ;- 10 1 9 cm , the heating rate is

almost independent of the initial particle density for the first few nanoseconds.

[When the temperature becomes greater than approximately 12, 000°K, the

plasma is essentially fully singly ionized and the heating rate is approximately

proportional to the initial particle density. At 40, 0000 K second ionization

becomes important and the heating rate increases again. As the temperature

p reaches 10 to 20 eV, the material becomes very highly ionized.

B. EXPANSION OF HEATED PLASMA

These calculations did not include any provision for expansion of the material.

This is not a realistic assumption. In order to include expansion of the

heated material, a modification was made in the main program so that the
total particle density would decrease according to the equations for adiabatic

expansion. In previous report ( we calculated that the pulse shapes

obtained at a collector some distance from the target were well approximated

by the adiabatic free expansion of a pulse of gas heated to a few tens of eV near

the surface of the target. As the gas expands, we would expect that the

heating rate would drop because of the form of the equation for the absorption

coefficient. Therefore, the routine was modified to include the expansion

-29-



according to this equation. Results are presented in Figure IV-2 for the case
82

of a laser flux density of 10 watts/cm 2 and initial partitle densities ranging

from 3 x 1019 to 3 x 1020 particles per cubic centimeter. Early in the laser

pulse we again see that the heating rates are roughly comparable for the vari-

ous initial total particle densities. This reflects the same factor that was

described earlier, namely, the decrease in the amount of ionization as the

total particle density increases. Again there is a rapid increase in heating

rate as the temperature rises to 12, 000°K and a sec:nd jump near 40, 000 to

F 50, 000°K, reflecting the regions where the material becomes essentially fully

singly ionized and approximately fully doubly ionized. The heating rates are
Fsomewhat slower than in the case where no expansion was considered. Even

allowing for expansion, considerable heating still can be obtained in reason-

able times for particle densities greater than approximately 3x101 9 per cubic

centimeter. Therefore, the inclusion of expansion in the basic equations does

not appreciably affect the main conclusions but means that a slightly higher

initial particle density would be required.

C. COMPARISON TO EXPERIMENT

Now let 'us compare these results to what we would expect from experiment.

From old data taken on the bipolar collector at laser flux densities of the

order of 108 watts/cm 2 we find ( 7 ) that a voltage of approximately 3. 5 volts

was produced in a 500 picofarad capacitor in an integrating circuit. This

corresponds to a total charge collection of 1. 75x10 9 coulombs or approximately
10

10 electron charges. Including a factor of 103 for the relative solid angle

(including the anisotropy factor) this leads to a total charge production of the

F order of 1013 per laser pulse. This does not show up on the disc collectors

because we have hypoth,!sized (7) that the material travels as a neutral plasma
Sand the main effect on a disc collector is observed as secondary electron

cmission which is produced by both positive and negative particles.

The postulated total production of 1013 to 1014 from an area of the order

of 0. 01 cm 2 and the assumption of thermal velocities leads to densities of

several times 1019 cm 3 for total densities near the target. Later results

L --30-
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(see Section III) taken at 109 watts/cm 2 indicate still higher total charge

production so that the values would be greater than 10 20cm - 3 at times early

in the laser pulse. Thus it appears that our experimental measurements

indicate ion densities large enough to be compatible with rapid heating by

this mechanism.

.These results may be also compared with what would be expected from evapora-

tion. In reference (17) the vaporiZation rate of carbon at a temperature of

the order of 80000 C was taken as 3920 grams/cm 2/sec. For a thermal

velocity of 3.4 x 10 5cm/sec, this would imply a density of 6x1020 cm- 3 . Also,

Fthe density inferred from analysis of the expansion of the blowoff material,
and of the impulse transferred to the target in a steady state model, indicated

19 3
a density near the surface of a tungsten target of the order oi 10 /cm for a8 2 (3
laser flux density of 108 w/cm 2. (13) Thus the ion densities used to obtain

the results of Figure IV-1 seem reasonable if the target material can be

raised to high temperatures and be evaporated at an appreciable rate by the

laser pulse.

These results also seem reasonable in light of the earlier calculations on

pulse shapes arising from an adiabatic free expansion of laser-heated material.

If the blowoff material is heated to a temperature of the order of a few tens

of eV in a time of the order of a few tens of nanoseconds and then expands,

the pulse shapes calculated (5,6) are very similar to the pulse shapes

actually observed in our apparatus. This present result indicates for the

first time that we can actually expect to achieve sufficient heating under our

experimental conditions.

In Section III-B we noted that the pulse shapes produced in the hemispherical

interaction chamber are qualitatively similar for laser flux densities varying

over an order of maanitude. Let us consider why this is so. As the calcula-

tions described above show, for a plausible initial particle density, and for

laser flux densities of the order of 108 w/cm2 , heating rates can be large

enough that temperatures of the order of a few tens of electron volts can be

L reached within the time of the laser pulse. According to the earlier analysis

on the pulse shapes produced by adiabatic free expansion, (5, 6) this is all
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that is necessary to produce our experimental pulse shapes. Thus, over a

fairly wide range of conditions, rapid heating can occur. At higher laser

flux densities the heating rate will increase, but also the material will expand

more rapidly. Thus, the density will drop faster and cut off the heating

earlier. The observed pulse shapes will not be a strong function of the laser

flux density and the phenomena observed at different laser powers are quali-

Etatively similar.

[ D. EFFECT OF SURFACE ON ISOTROPY OF BLOWOFF MATERIAL

fl Now let us consider the role the surface plays in producing the observed

results and, in particular, its influence in producing a directed component

to the expansion. One calcuiation (13) has indicated that the surface intro-

Fduces an anisotropy in which particles reflected from a lattice of fixed par-

ticle sites tend to be emitted at angles closer to the surface normal than the

[1 angle at which they were incident. In fact, it has been shown that under some

circumstances it might be possible to obtain a reasonable approximation to a

cosO distribution, where 0 is the angle from the normal. This is in reason-

able agreement with our experimental results. (6, 7)

A complete comparison of the experimental results to a theory would require

F1 considerably more work. The calculations in Reference (13) considered only

two different angles. In order to specify the distribution completely, the

calculation should be carried out for a number of angles of incidence and the

distribution functions for the angles of reflection calculated. Then these

results should be integrated over a Maxwellian velocity distribution to pro-

vide a complete specification of the angular distribution of the reflected

material. It is anticipated that this would require a great deal of work. The

basic result simply indicates that the material can be emitted in directions

closer to the normal than the angle at which the particles struck the surface

originally, and this would tend t, produce a directed motion of the material

away from the surface.

There have been experimental studies which have investigated the angular

distributions of ions reflected from various metallic surfaces. Mast of this
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work is fairly old. (18, 19) The experimental results indicate that the situa-

F tion; is complicated and that the angular distributions of the reflected ions

depend on the nature of the reflecting surface, the temperature of the

F reflecting surface, the incident ion energy, the energy transfer in the colli-

s on and on other parameters. The published results do not give a complete

and comprehensive view of this penomenon and in some cases appear to be

contradictory. The results of some authors indicate that many of the

secondary reflected ions are ejected as if they were reflected at the specular

angle, that is, the angular distribution of the reflected particles has a ma.%i-

mum near the angle for specular reflection.

Other authors' results indicate complicated angular distribution functions for

the reflected ions. In many cases it appears as if the reflected ions tend to

be shifted toward more grazing angles than the incident beam, that is, the
[ maxima in the distribution functions lie at larger angles fronm the normal

than the incident beam. This result is the opposite of what the analysis in

Reference (13) would indicate. For other ranges of ion energy, there appears

to be a shift toward the normal in the maximum of the distribution function.

The position of the maximum in L- ,ngular distribution of the reflected ions

undergoes a definite shift toward the normal for ion energies of the order of

100 eV. In some instances there is strong evidence for a component of theem (19)
reflected ions to be directly along the normal. In one experiment 500 eV

lithium ions were incident on a nickel surface at an angle of 51. 5 from the

F normal to the surface. There was a very strong maximum in the reflected
ions along the normal. These results indicate that at least for some ranges

of experimental parameters, the analysis in Reference (13) is in accord with

experimental data.

in a recent paper the particle flux and speed distributions for molecular

argon and nitrogen beams of lower energy (0. 065 to 0. 24 eV) scattered from

V polycrystalline stainless steel and nickel surfaces showed angular distributions
of the reflected particles that were definitely shifted toward the normal. Thus,

we conclude that while the experimental picture is not completely clear, there
is at least some evidence that indicate, that the directed energy of the laser-

produced material can be explained by reflections from the surface and by a
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shift in the angular distribution toward the normal in the manner discussed

in Rference (13).

Moreover, the theoretical results do tend to indicate an angular distribution

that is in reasonable agreement with the angular distribution measured in Lhe

laser surface interaction. (6) This seems to indicate that the surface does

play a role in producing the directed energies of the particles.

IAnother point worth considering is the origin of the high energy neutral

molecules. If the surface does play a role in reflecting the particles, this

may help explain the production of copious numbers of high energy neutral

particles observed. Hagstrum's results (21) indicate that the cross section

for reflection of ions as metastable neutral molecules is large. The currents

of metastable neutral molecules are considerably larger than the reflected ion

currents. Reflection with neutralization may lead to an increase in kinetic

4energy euqal to

6E = EZl - E -m - E

It ~Z-1m
where E is the ionization energy of state (z-1), Em is the excitation energy

of the metastable particle, (1) is the work function of the surface, and E, is

the energy trasferred to the lattice in the collision (typically a small fraction

of the original kinetic energy). Thus, the rather large ionization energies

of the highly ionized states can effectively be converted into potential energies

in a metastable atom. For highly ionized species this energy can be quite large.

1If the metastable atom subsequently undergoes a collision, this energy may

be released as kinetic energy. The presence of hydrogen in the neutral mole-
(3)cule emission may be enhanced because the reflections favor transfer to

atoms of low atomic number. This hypothesis about energy transfer has a

bearing on the effect that the surface may play in producing the observed

results. If heating occurs to temperatures of the order of tens of electron

volts, such a process could be important in causing the directed nature of

the expansion and in causing recombination and production of high energyr neutral molecules.
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There is another point to be considered about the adiabatic free expansion.

If material is reflected from the surface and the expansion becomes esentially

one-dimensional, there is an increase effectively of a factor of three in the
total energy available, because originally the energy was partitioned equally

among the three perpendicular directions. This would help explain the

directed nature of the expansion.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

The following specific conclusions can be derived from the work described in

the previous sections.

1. Carbon dioxide lasers can produce plasmas which show strong spectral

emission. The advantages of long wavelength and high repetition rate avail-

able from the CO 2 laser suggest that this will be a valuable tool in studying

the laser-surface interaction. Direct temperature measurements on the laser-

produced blowoff material appear to be possible.

[2. A negative result has been obtained on a two-photon fluorescence experi-

ment which was designed to investigate the possible presence of picosecond

duration substructure in the laser pulse. It appears that the occurance of

picosecond pulsations is not a completely general feature of Q-switched laser

[operation.

3. Measurements in the hemispherical interaction chamber have extended
In 92the measurements into a new regime of laser flux density, up to 10 watts/cm 2

The results obtained at this flux density are qualitatively similar to what was

observed previously. The amplitudes of the pulses are greater. The results

have been analyzed to indicate that the total ion production is of the order of
14several times 10 ions per pulse and that particle densities in excess of

1019 per cubic centimeter can be produced near the target surface.

4. The results of a computer program in which the heating of a sodium plama

is calculated indicate that temperatures of the order of a few tens of electron

volts can obtained in a time comparable to the laser pulse duration for particle

densities which appear to be reasonable. These results are compatible with

our earlier observations of the fact that the particle pulse shapes are in agree-

ment with a model in which the material is heated to a few tens of electron volts

and then undergoes an adiabatic free expansion.
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5. The experimental angular distribution measurements are qualitatively

similar to results obtained from an analysis of the effect of reflections at the

surface. This analysis explains the directed nature of the expansion by

Freflections which shift the maximum of the angular distribution toward the

normal.

rA number of avenues for further investigation in the next report period are

indicated. We shall obtain higher peak powers by Q-switching the carbon

dioxide laser. We intend to estimate the temperature of the plasma produced

by the CO 2 laser from the spectro,3copic measurements, and also to carry out

an experiment in which the repetitively pulsed CO 2 laser radiation interacts

r with the plasma and heats it. We shall also investigate new target materials,

particularly those containing alkaline earth elements.

Using the ruby laser, we intend to carry out measurements in the hemispherical

interaction chamber in which the target will be a thin foil punctured by a single

laser shot. A measurement of the hole diameter will give an accurate indica-

tion of the total number of atoms released in the laser-surface interaction.

F This may be compared to the data obtained from the different collectors. In

addition, if the angular distributions are dependent on reflection of particles

from the surface, this experiment should indicate a somewhat different angular

distribution for the emicted material. We hope, also, to carry out measure-

[ ments on the time-of-flight spectrometer at higher laser flux densities than

were previously employed. We will thus determine the composition of the

rblowoff material, and in particular the fraction that consists of the target
9 2

material, at a laser flux density of 109 watts/cm

We also feel that it would be worthwhile to extend the computer program

described in Section IV. Of particular interest would be analysis of data
representative of carbon and tungsten targets. This cotld be done by sub.-
stituting the appropriate parameters for the various excited levels of these

L atoms as input data to the computer program. As part of a more comprehen-

sive analysis of the phenomena occurring in the laser-surface interaction, the

L
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entire range of phenomena covered by the computer program could be extended.

[The absorption of laser radiation as a function of depth within the expanding

material, continued heating of the surface and ejection of new material into

r the plasma at the surface, the impulse transferred to the surface, expansion
of the material, and the temporal pulse shape of the laser, could all be in-

corporated into such a model.

Finally, we shall also employ the two-photon fluorescence technique to search

fli for possible picosecond duration substructure under the new operating con-

ditions of the laser.
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